This Coal Harbour home used to have a
tiny, closed-in kitchen. Read all about the
transformation to an open, trendy and
extremely usable space. ›› p.3
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Rustic chic

Rustic
can be
stylish
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
If you shudder at the thought of
dark interiors, animal heads on walls
and dusty furniture, you’re not thinking about rustic chic.
The emphasis is on the word ‘chic’
and less the dreary varnished log
walls of yesteryear.
The look is a combination of
country and ‘shabby chic’ with a bit
of sophistication thrown in for good
measure.
Think sheets on clotheslines, an
outdoor shower while standing in an
old tin bathtub, wicker baskets and
CONTINUED ON P.5
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Canadian Renovators Council chairman John
Friswell, in a recently renovated home on the
North Shore. He and other industry leaders are
concerned about homeowners using unqualified
renovation contractors, which could fuel an underground economy.
Rob Newell photo

Renovating done right
MAGGIE CALLOWAY

Greater Vancouver Home Builders’
Association CEO Peter Simpson says, “$7
billion will be spent by B.C. homeowners
on renovations and home improvement
in 2009 and it is more important than

WORKING TOGETHER
SURE BLAST SURFACE PREPERATION SPECIALISTS

SANDBLASTING

Sure Blast Ltd.
Unit #124-1585 Broadway St.
DO-IT-YOURSELF - RESIDENTIAL - INDUSTRIAL - AUTO
Port Coquitlam
Tel: 778-285-3205 Fax: 778-285-2260
WWW.SUREBLAST.CA

RESTORE
THE OLD

RAILING SPECIAL
BLAST & COAT

$10/LINEAR FT
CALL

778-285-3205

*SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

ever that they deal with a RenoMarkapproved contractor.”
With the new HST tax coming into
effect mid-2110 the worry is it will drive
the underground economy deeper.
It will be very tempting for some
homeowners to make cash deals to avoid

paying the tax. It could be a very expensive decision in the long run if they use a
non-accredited contractor.
If there are problems with the job,
there is no way of making things right if
CONTINUED ON P.4

TO SAVE YOU MONEY
OMEGA METAL FINISHING
COMPLETING THE JOB WITH THE FINEST IN:

Omega Metal Finishing
19483 Fraser Way
POWDER COATING - LASER ETCHING - ANODIZING - SCREEN PRINTING
Pitt Meadows
WWW.OMEGAMETALFINISHING.COM Tel: 604-459-2868 Fax: 604-459-2860

GATES - RAILINGS - METAL FURNITURE - BED FRAMES - FIREPLACE SCREENS - BIKE FRAMES - PLANTERS - BOAT & UTILITY TRAILERS - TOOLS - CAR & TRUCK WHEELS
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Renovating?

Window Coverings

Debbie Travis - Shelves, Chairs, Cabinets and Rugs

Heaters, Fans, Programmable Thermostats and Humidifiers

Debbie Travis - Pillows, Throws, Lighting and Mirrors

Quality Paint, Stains, Brushes, Rollers

Portable Fireplaces and Accessories

Small Appliances, Kitchenware and Housewares

Kitchen Faucets,Sinks and Exhaust Fans

Light Dimmers, Timers and Door Chimes

Outdoor Storage Sheds

Kitchen, Garage and Closet Organizers

Bathroom Fans, Lighting, Storage, Mirrors and Weigh Scales

Sinks, Toilets and Faucets

See all the ways Canadian Tire can help your style and your budget!
X 3059-152 Street White Rock
Phone: 604-542-4317

X 7200 Market Crossing Burnaby
Phone: 604-451-5888

X 11388 Steveston Hwy South Richmond
Phone: 604-271-6651

X 8729 Heather Street Vancouver
Phone: 604-257-6487

X 7599 King George Hwy
Surrey (Newton)
Phone: 604-572-3739

X 1200 Seguin Drive Coquitlam
Phone: 604-527-8828
X 11969 - 200th Street Maple Ridge
Phone: 604-460-4664
X 1350 Main Street North Vancouver
Phone: 604-982-9100
X 3100-2850 Shaughnessy St. Port Coquitlam
Phone: 604-468-6951
X 3500 No.3 Road Richmond
Phone: 604-273-2939

X 2290 Cambie St. Vancouver
Phone: 604-707-2290

X 2220 Kingsway
Vancouver Kingsway
Phone: 604-257-6510

X 7878 120th Street (Scott Road) Surrey
Phone: 604-591-3914
X 6312 200th Street Langley
Phone: 604-532-4411
X 13665-102nd Ave Surrey (North)
Phone: 604-583-8473

X 2830 Bentall Street Vancouver
Phone: 604-431-3570

Find all the right tools for the job!
Power and hand tools, nails,screws, glue, drywall repair, silicone caulking and more!
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Making magic

AFTER

The renovated kitchen (above) makes a
striking difference, especially compared to
the ‘before’ photo (below). Anna Beaudry photo

Out with the old, in with the new
A Coal Harbour family makes
their home stunning and usable
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
The decision to move from a home in the
suburbs to a condo in Coal Harbour, for a
young family with two toddlers, was not taken
lightly.
Finding the right neighbourhood with
amenities for the family, especially the children, was very important.
For the father of the family, who works in
the neighbourhood, being able to walk to
work and living close
enough to enjoy coming
“The
home for lunch, was also
imperative.
family was
The search was not
committed
easy because very few
to building a condos have the square
comfortable footage needed for the
quality of life this family
family
demanded.
home that
With two high-energy,
was simple, young children, space
was at the top of the list.
elegant and
The solution came in
worked day- a 10-year-old building,
converted from commerto-day.”
cial to residential.
The previous owners of the condo had
combined two side-by-side condos to create
2,050 square feet of living space.
The neighbourhood was right, the square
footage of the condo was perfect, but in order
to make the space work for this family, renovations were necessary.
The family called in Todd Senft of Revision Custom Home Renovations Inc., whose

BEFORE

reputation for high-quality work and
attention to every detail was a perfect
fit.
“This was a very challenging project
but immensely satisfying” says Senft.
“The family was committed to building a
comfortable family home that was simple, elegant and worked day-to-day. They wanted to

invest in quality which would serve
them for the long-term.”
The major change was to the
kitchen/dining area, which went from
a small, galley-style kitchen to a stunning, 600-sq.-ft. kitchen/dining space.
Everything was gutted and the heating
system, which consisted of what seemed like

dozens of electric baseboard heaters around
the perimeter, was removed to be replaced by
under-floor heating.
A glass-enclosed balcony, off the original
kitchen, was opened to become part of the
new space.
CONTINUED ON P.11
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RenoMark
renovators are held
to high standards
CONTINUED FROM P.1

Q Be a member in good standing of the
Greater Vancouver Home Builders’ Association
Q Abide by the GVHBA Code of Ethics
Q Provide a detailed, written contract (including scope of work) for all jobs.
Q Offer a minimum two-year warranty on all
work (excludes minor repair work).
Q Carry a minimum of $2 million liability
insurance
Q Have coverage for workplace safety and
employers’ liability and/or work only with
sub-contactors who carry such coverage
Q Carry applicable licenses and permits
Q Maintain professional level of knowledge
on current building codes, permit procedures
and technical skills with continuing education
Q Maintain a safe and organized worksite
Q Return phone calls within two business days

RenoMark

the contractor walks away. RenoMark is a national program that helps homeowners make
the right decision when hiring a contractor.”
The Greater Vancouver Home Builders’ Association represents the residential construction industry in the Greater Vancouver Area.
To be accepted into the GVHBA RenoMark
program, a renovation contractor must pledge
to abide by the program’s code of conduct:

CONTINUED ON P.6

This living area is a result of a massive renovation in a Coal Harbour condominium. The family hired Revision Custom Home Renovations
Inc., a GVHBA member and a RenoMark-approved company.
Martin Newell photo

Do you
know where your

renovation money

is best spent?
Not sure where to start your home renovations? Start with the fundamentals
and make sure your home is comfortable and energy-efficient.
For 30 years, we’ve specialized in energy-saving upgrades backed by an
industry-leading warranty. We guarantee solid products, dependable
installation and a refreshingly collaborative process. Plus, employees are
co-owners so we’re here for you from start to finish. So come by our
showrooms at 4025 Hastings Street in Burnaby or 3054 St. Johns Street in
Port Moody to see the latest displays that meet all your home upgrade needs.

SAVE up to

$2,000

on heating*

SAVE up to $2,000 on windows*

Book a FREE in-home consultation

604.697.5700 | homeworks.ca
FURNACES • FIREPLACES • WINDOWS • DOORS • AND MORE
*Limited time offer. Call Homeworks for details. The Homeworks name and logo is a trademark of Homeworks Services Inc. Homeworks is a part of eaga.
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Publisher: Fiona Harris • 604-575-5822 • publisher@newlocalhome.com
Editor: Tricia Leslie • 604-575-5346 • editor@newlocalhome.com
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Online Advertising • Nicole Hutchinson • 604-575-5826 • nhutchinson@blackpress.ca
RenoNation is published by Black Press Group Ltd., (Suite 309 - 5460 152 Street, Surrey, B.C. V3S 5J9)
350,000 copies are distributed free across Metro Vancouver. Reproduction in whole or part is prohibited.
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Rustic design can
be sophisticated
and elegant
CONTINUED FROM P.1
soft throws at the ready in front of a winter fire.
Homes with nooks and crannies and secret spots to
snuggle into with a good book are perfect.
Twig chandeliers with a design twist hanging
over a harvest table qualify and, for a softer, more
feminine look, so do metal chandelier of flowers
and leaves. There is nothing studied or rigid
about this casual style of living.
Dining tables passed down through the generations showing all the nicks and chips of remembered
family dinners and celebrations are prized.
My dining room table, spied buried in the back of a dingy
secondhand store 35 years ago, is a wide-planked, solid oak
library table that takes four strong men to move. Many years
ago someone – in my imagination, a precocious 10-year-old
– drew a fleur-de-lis on one of the planks.
Every time I polish the table I think about the history of the
table and the people who have laughed and argued around
it through the years.
A pair of old solid leather chairs with worn arms and headrests – battle scars of conversations past – would be perfect
drawn up to a stone fireplace along with good reading lamps.
Another image that comes to mind is wonderful cushions
made from soft, faded fabric on slip-covered sofas. This décor
is made for living with style and comfort,
Old-fashioned rag rugs are becoming prized and making a
big comeback. Scattered around on polished wooden floors,
they contribute to the homey feeling of the rustic home.
Outside, we can do away with the chuck wagon wheels
and think hammocks instead, swinging under a tree canopy,
ready for an afternoon nap.
Wide verandas for morning coffee and a before-dinner
glass of wine take the atmosphere outdoors.
Adirondack chairs scattered here and there across the
lawn signal the relaxed pace of life summed up in the rustic
chic lifestyle.

RUSTIC
CHIC

A wooden column, library ladder or updated chandeliers from Liberty can add sophisticated rustic style to your home. Martin Knowles photos

This fall, be inspired by elegant, inviting and
energyFRnsFiRXs living spaFes Zith natXral
te[tXres, vibrant FRlRXr sFhePes and brilliant
hardZare finishes /et The Curtain Call
Drapery & Decorating Co. Freate a perfeFt
sanFtXary Zith FXstRP designed ZindRZ
FRverings, fXrnitXre, bedding and XphRlstery
,nnRvative sRlXtiRns fRr aFhievable priFes &all
fRr an inhRPe FRnsXltatiRn
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With RenoMark,
quality is in the name
CONTINUED FROM P.1

John Friswell is chairman of the
Canadian Renovators Council. His
company, CCI Renovations, is the recipient of the 2009 Canadian Renovators Council Award and winner
of B.C.’s Best Residential
Renovator award for the past
three years, and welcomes the
RenoMark program to this
region.
“Home renovations have
become more complicated
and multi-faceted, and experienced
renovators are concerned the high
demand for renovation work has
brought unqualified contractors into
the market and created a burgeoning
underground economy in illegal cash
deals,” Friswell says.
If you’d like to approach your renovation or addition with confidence,
reduce the risk, minimize the inconvenience, and maximize the pleasure
and added value that a well-conceived
and executed project can add to your
home, the GVHBA RenoMark program has the following five-step guide
for you:

BUILDING
TRUST

This renovated Vancouver kitchen shines in the daylight. Hiring a RenoMark contractor helps.

Anna Beaudry photo

Check–Point Plumbing,
Heating & Gas Fitting Inc.
Winter’s Coming!!!
Is your furnace ready?
Over 50 years
experience!
Call the
friendly folks at
Check-Point
for all your:

Plumbing
Heating
Boilers
Instant
Water
Heaters
• Gas Lines

#34–3033 King George Hwy.,
Surrey

604-535-1768
bestplumbers@checkpointplumbing.com

Some renovations and additions,
such as converting a bungalow to a
two-storey home, will require that you
move out during construction.
Others projects, such as an addition
above an attached garage or a refurbished kitchen, may allow you to live
with the building project – but there
will be inconvenience and disruption

2. Select a RenoMark renovator
Look for a RenoMark renovator as
your assurance that you have hired
a professional who will provide high
quality services.
CONTINUED ON P.8

Take the worry
out of renovating!

•
•
•
•

Call Dave, Rich,
Kent & Beth

1. Carefully Plan Your Project

that you’ll have to plan for.
Major projects may require the services of an architect and other professionals such as engineers and heating
contractors.
Their drawings are not only required
to obtain building permits and other
municipal approvals, but they provide
the basis for your renovation contractor to price the project.
Be realistic about the time a project
will take to get started and to complete; its full costs, including at least a
10 per cent contingency for changes
and unexpected conditions; and the
impact the project will have on the
daily operation of your home and family activities.
If your project is likely to last more
than a few weeks, it’s wise to discuss
your project with neighbours. In addition to unavoidable noise and dirt,
there will be vehicles parked on the
street, disposal bins in the driveway,
and plenty of truck deliveries. Most
neighbours will be understanding and
accommodating, especially if notified
first. Include a requirement for daily
clean-up in your contract, so that your
home, your street and nearby lawns
don’t end up resembling a construction
site.

The quality ﬁnish you want
at a price you can afford
• INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTING
• CUSTOM MOLDING INSTALLATIONS
• CEILING REPAIRS & RE-TEXTURING
Ofﬁce Hours:
8 a.m to 4 p.m
Monday
to Friday

EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE

ESTIMATES AT
YOUR CONVENIENCE

REGISTERED WITH
WORKSAFE B.C.

604-803-5041
BRENT KLEMKE,
OWNER/MANAGER

benchmarkpainting.ca
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Get Ready for the

Holidays!

Quality is not expensive,

it’s Priceless!

NO GST or PST
There’s no need to cram a bookcase full of reading material. It can become a
part of the whole interior design scheme.
Martin Knowles photo

Less can be
more in your
home’s décor
MAGGIE CALLOWAY

Those of you who make a point of
attending both the spring B.C. Home
& Garden Show and the fall Vancouver Home & Interior Design Show at
B.C. Place are familiar with the work
of designer and stylist Wes Thurn of
Westhurn Design.
The dazzling displays as you enter
the show are totally unforgettable in
their originality.
It was to Wes that I turned when I
started thinking about what makes a
stunning, simple coffee table tableau
and how to design a bookcase to make
it interesting.
I am a voracious reader and consequently have a bookcase crammed
with books which, I confess, are just
stuffed onto overflowing shelves.
I admit I love the look of loads of
books but I think I have reached my

Here’s how it’s done:

1. A pattern of holes is drilled through
the sunken concrete.

2. Dense grout mix is pumped under slab,
ﬁlling void & lifting it to proper level.

upper limit. Enter Wes.
The simple, elegant coffee table Wes
designed features a beautiful decorative box which holds all the utilitarian
bits and bobs, like television and stereo
remotes.
Wes feels, quite rightly, that just
because appliances are a necessary
part of life doesn’t mean they earn a
place in the open. Nor should you use
all the available space with too much
ornamentation. In this case, the fresh
bouquet of flowers, the stack of drink
coasters and the decorative box are just
right, letting the simplicity of the glass
table show through.
Wes’ design for the bookcase is
another study in just the right mix of
books, art and personal treasures. This
small bookcase, located in a living
room, holds what we think of as ‘coffee
table’ books but they are displayed
much more elegantly against the
simple black wood.
It is always tempting to display
all the beautiful treasures we have
collected over the years but, by using
restraint, we give each piece the stage
it deserves. Every few months change
your display and give each piece a
rest; you will find you appreciate each
treasure even more.

Offer expires Oct. 31, 2009

Family owned & operated with over 30 years combined experience
15141 16th Avenue
Surrey 604.535.7593
15141 16TH AVENUE, SOUTH SURREY South
• 604-535-7593

Open Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:00 pm. Licensed & Insured

Open Monday - Friday 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Licensed & insured

O U I T E S I M P LY T H E F I N E S T PA I N T
W E ’ V E E V E R M A D E TM

We raise sunken concrete
for both residential and
commercial clients.
• driveways
• sidewalks
• garage ﬂoors
• basement ﬂoors
• porches
• steps

• patios
• ramps
• parking lots
• swimming
pool areas
• walkways

WE LIFT YOUR
SUNKEN CONCRETE
CALL ZOLTAN FOR YOUR

FREE ESTIMATES
3. The holes are ﬁlled using a concrete
mixture.

on all Cabinetry, Tile & Flooring
With this ad

C: 604-992-7121 • T: 604-541-4121
email: bortura@hotmail.com

Introducing Aura®
Aura® by
Moore.
Introducing
byBenjamin
Benjamin
Moore.
Discoveryour
youraura
aura today
today at
us us
at: at:
Discover
at myaurapaint.ca,
myaurapaint.ca,or orvisit
visit

HILLCREST PAINT
& DESIGN

PENINSULA PAINT
& DESIGN

#106-2055-152 Street, Surrey

#100-14936-32 Avenue Surrey

604-531-3811

604-538-1338

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am-5:30 pm, Sat. 8:30 am-5:30 pm. Closed Sun.
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Five reno steps
for you to follow
CONTINUED FROM P.6

Ask about the renovator’s experience with projects
similar to yours.
We recommend that you get the names of homeowners who have had equivalent work done and ask
them about their experience.
It’s wise to contact a renovator first. Many RenoMark renovators have in-house design professionals or
relationships with architects and others who specialize in designing residential renovation projects.
If you engage a designer first, bring a renovator
into the team as early as possible so that the experience and expertise of each party can benefit your
project.
At this stage your design professional or your
renovator should be able to provide rough sketches
satisfactory to give you confidence to proceed or to
refine your plans.

A preliminary sketch and a general indication of
the quality of materials and workmanship you seek
(the “specifications”) will allow the renovator to give
you a budget estimate and an indication of the
time it will take to finalize design, obtain
building permits or other approvals, and
RENOMARK
complete the project.
Your RenoMark renovator will select
MAKES
and manage experienced trades people
SENSE
for specific elements, such as electricians,
plumbers, painters, or those who apply
drywall, brick or stucco.

3. Get a written contract
Once you are satisfied with a preliminary design, a
preliminary budget and a realistic timetable, you are
ready to commit to final drawings.
When these are complete you are in a position
to get an accurate estimate of the cost and to sign a
contract with a renovator to perform the work.
If you decide to ask more than one renovator to
submit bids, remember that this can be a time-consuming effort.
The renovator has to be very precise in pricing
materials according to the specifications... because he
CONTINUED ON P.10

Canadian Renovators Council chairman John Friswell and other industry leaders say RenoMark helps guarantee high-quality work.
Rob Newell photo

KITCHEN CABINET
REFINISHING
DANSK ENGINEERED
MAPLE
5” Bronze

$

4.99

$
sq. ft.

STRAND BAMBOO
6’ lengths

$

3.99

Reﬁnish kitchen
cabinets starting
at $3,500
FREE ESTIMATES

SATIN FINISH
WIRE BRUSHED OAK

3.79

sq. ft.

LAUZON
ESSENTIALS SOLID

See us for

from
sq. ft.

$

5.79

sq. ft.

Plus many more in-store specials!

Kitchen reﬁnishing is eligible for

HRTC

(Home Renovation Tax Credit)

Liquid
Granite

countertop
reﬁnishing

Color My Kitchen

A division of Grand Art Products Limited

15229
152
15
5 2 2 9 RUSSELL AVE
AVE. WHITE ROCK • 604-538-2733
www.surfsideflooring.ca
Open Monday - Saturday • Lots of Parking

Call 604.599.5501 for FREE ESTIMATE
SHOWROOM HOURS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Visit our showroom: Unit 116 - 14620 - 64th Ave., Surrey

www.colormykitchen.ca
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Meet your...

Home
Service
S P E C I A L I S T S
GUTTERS

ELECTRICIAN

HEATING

FITZ ELECTRIC
Why thousands of customers have chosen us:
£ In business for over 12 years
£ Service the entire Lower Mainland; from Squamish to Hope
£ Dedicated ﬂeet of 10 trucks
£ Installers are fully certiﬁed; including WCB Level 1 and Fall Protection training
£ Employees are bonded and carry liability insurance
£ Member of the Better Business Bureau, and the Home Builders of BC

For a FREE
No Obligation estimate!

Grant (604) 834-9513
Two Step

Crown

Colonial

www.proimagegutters.com

service upgrades
new construction & renovations
South Delta R esident - Licensed Electrical Contractor

Dave 778.231.8332
Reg. # 91779
FSR# 90651

www.fitzelectric.ca

WINDOW COVERINGS

GARDENING

Fresh Looks

Jacqueline
Hohmann
BCLNA Certified
Horticultural Technician

'(& )($&'$

#

105-11091 Bridgeport Road, Richmond 604-231-8923
+++(-&%!+&$)'.$#($&  " %"(" %"
(&"'$# ( $#'%%!,

LANDSCAPING
TRUE ONE STOP
LANDSCAPE SHOP

Light Weaves

%

60

Lasting Impressions Garden Care
• Design
• Installation
• Renovation
• Plant Selection
• Maintenance

25%
OFF$100
YOUR
FIREPLACE
INSTALLATION
AD* *
SAVE
OFF
INSTALLATIONS
BEFOREWITH
SEPTTHIS
30/09

Sunscreen
Shades

for your
outdoor spaces

A PlantHealth BC Accredited Company

.
#$$&
s )NDOOR
 /UTDOOR
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&IREPLACES
)($$&
' &%!'
s 0ELLET
7OOD
3TOVES
.!!(
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OFF

2” Venetian
Blinds

• Shutters
• Horizontal Blinds
• Roller Shades
• Roman Shades
• Verticals
• UV & Privacy Film

Wood, Faux, Vertical

60%OFF
Shutters

– FOR ALL YOUR SAND & GRAVEL NEEDS –
• Drain Rock • Crushed Rock • Sand • Pea Gravel
• River Rock • Soil • Bark Mulch
• Pavers • Retaining Walls • Pond Supplies
PICK UP OR WE DELIVER
7 Days a Week including Holidays

Wood &
Composite Shutters

%

25

FREE
CONSULATIONS
CALL TODAY!

OFF

Honeycomb
Cell Shades
Pleated

778-997-2385

Showroom by Appointment #206-18428-53rd Ave. Surrey

Ofﬁce: 604-576-4465 | Direct: 604-728-6240
www.magnifwindowcoverings.com

MASONRY

50%OFF
Until Sept. 30/09
Some conditions apply

PAINTING

CUSTOM BRICKWORK,
STONE & TILE

• Kitchen
• Bath • Flooring
• Complete Interiors

www.lmjmasonry.ca
Fully qualiﬁed English bricklayer/stonemason
Licensed Liability Insurance, WCB Coverage

The Quietest
Heating

Licensed • Insured • WCB
Full 10 yr. Guarantee
QualiÀed Tradespeople
23 Years Professional Service
www.PaintAndReno.com

with this ad

Mattresses
Assorted Rubbish
And Construction Debris

$10 off pick-up with coupon
www.recycle-it-now.com

RECYCLE-IT! 604-587-5865
“Give us a shout before you throw it out.”

CLEANING

• Gutter Cleaning • Repairs
• Painting • Power Washing
$50

Old furniture
Appliances
Electronics

604-538-2412

Jeff’s House
Exterior
Water Heater
Service Special

Earth Friendly Recycling Services & More

• Interior & Exterior
• Free Estimates

GUTTERS

PLUMBING/HEATING

The Lennox G71P with
variable speed DC motor
and large Healthy Climate
air cleaner has lower
heating costs and more
even heat.
Recession incentives in
thousands are still
available for a short
while. Call today!
y!

Custom Paint
“An Investment
in Quality”

landscapedepotbc.com

RECYCLING

Renovations

604-532-5266

LANGLEY
604-534-3700
SOUTH SURREY
2825 - 194 St.
604-536-9366
SURREY
8157 - 132 St.
604-591-7534
19779 - 56 Ave.

604-802-6310

LET US GIVE YOU A HAND!
Providing 1st Class
Cleaning Services
H OUSE

E XECUTIVE
H OUSEHOLD
S ERVICES LTD

M ANAGER

Great Rates & Supplies Included
PROFESSIONAL RESIDENTIAL
& COMMERCIAL MANAGERS

Roger’s Plumbing & Heating

Call: 604-531-1555

778-565-0424
www.executivehouseholdservices.com
house@executivehouseholdservices.com
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Don’t Hesitate...
Renovate!

A recently renovated North Shore home shines after completion.

Give yourself
peace of mind
CONTINUED FROM P.8

Specializing in installs of:

In store
ilable
ﬁnancing ava

• Doors and Windows
• Flooring • Full Bathrooms • Sundecks
• Full Kitchen Design • Hot Water Tanks

Call today for a consultation on any install

3165 King George Highway,
South Surrey

604-535-9888
The How-To People

www.rona.ca

will be locked in to the price. When you make your
decision to hire a renovator, get it in writing. Include
the precise scope of work; the exact price, including
a schedule of payments; a reasonable timetable for
completing the work; and any instructions for protecting parts of the house not under construction.
If there is any difference of opinion between your
renovator and your design professional about procedures or materials, this is the time to resolve it.
It is important to avoid any significant changes
during construction because this may cause delays
and extra cost. Avoid renovators who offer to do
work without a contract in an attempt to avoid payment of the GST. This type of renovator may also
not be paying worker’s compensation or carrying
adequate insurance, leaving you at financial risk.

4. Check on progress
Regular communication between you and your
renovator may avoid problems. During the course

a y r e b o r n
audio|video inc.

Rob Newell photo

of a renovation or addition it is common for the
homeowner to request changes or ask for additional
work. These requests may affect the cost and time it
takes to complete your project. It is important that
you have a signed change order for all changes.
Make sure that you are aware of additional costs
and that these changes are added to the contract.
Better still, try to think of these things during the
planning stage – you don’t want to be ordering additional flowers on the wedding day.

5. Discuss your concerns
Raise any concerns you may have without delay.
Schedule meetings with your renovator when he or
she can address your concerns without distraction.
Your renovator will discuss any concerns that you
may have with the project or items that do not meet
your expectations.
But be flexible when minor changes occur that do
not affect either the appearance or function of the
job. Note any changes that are made as a result of
such conferences, and do so in writing.
We enter into home renovations with huge expectations and anticipation. By following the guidelines
set out by the Greater Vancouver Home Builder’s
Association’s RenoMark program, we can see our
dream of a beautiful home fully realized.

The whole family
loves our area rugs!
DON’T
FO RG E
T,
F LO O R
ING
QUALIF
IES
FO R T H
E HOM
E
RENOV
AT
TA X CR ION
EDIT!

20-50% OFF
ALL AREA RUGS
Until September 26, 2009

• CORK • WOOD • LAMINATE • DURA CERAMIC
• VINYL FLOORING • WALL TO WALL CARPET
“Serving the community for 30 Years”
15140 North Bluff Road,
WHITE ROCK

604-531-8244
JOSIE

TIM

ROB
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New design
gives family
space, light
CONTINUED FROM P.3

Senft introduced the family to Pacific Rim
Cabinets’ Richard Kaufmann, to start the
process of designing the entire kitchen.
“Both the husband and wife had a very
clear and confident vision of their new living
space. When they visited our showroom they
had done their planning and homework as
to which colour and style they preferred,”
Kaufmann says.
Alice Lu, a kitchen designer at Pacific Rim
Cabinets, worked with the family to design a
layout that worked perfectly within the space.
Chocolate brown stain on eastern maple in
the shaker style was chosen for the cabinets. A
shaker door-style allows the kitchen to have a
linear look of a flat panel.
Four cabinets above the stovetop have twolayered scratch-resistant lami glass, which
compliments the tile back splash.
The kitchen island is beautifully designed to utilize every possible inch.
SPACE
On the side facing the stove top
is a double sink and a built-in, two&
drawer freezer with alarm buzzer to
STORAGE
warn when the doors are ajar (a must
with two young children) and more
storage.
Facing into the kitchen on the far side of
the island is a perfect spot for after-school
snacks and homework.
One of the problems facing a contractor
CONTINUED ON P.12

The renovated kitchen and dining area gives a Coal Harbour family plenty of storage and space to move around and prepare food. An island
features the perfect spot for breakfast, a snack or homework, with two chairs facing into the kitchen.
Martin Knowles photo

Tax Savings or Take Your
Time To Pay!

NO GST
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*
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ON FUR FEE FOR 12 NTEREST,
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OR NO
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NO GST
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only)

$3,000,000
of Fabulous

†

WHITE ROCK
LANGLEY
3033 King George Hwy 19860 Langley Bypass
604-531-8331
604-514-0447
“We do more than the others do”

Credit offer available on
approved credit.
Taxes and delivery must be paid
when order is placed.
See store for details.
*
We pay the equivalent
of the taxes on your furniture
and mattresses
or the equivalent of the GST
on your appliance purchase.

Merchandise
at Special
Anniversary Prices!
DON’T MISS THIS
FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY
TO SAVE!!
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Tiles give the
feel of real
hardwood
CONTINUED FROM P.11

with such an open space is where to put the
mechanics.
Senft solved the problem and created a
design feature at the same time.
“We thought the space needed a strong vertical element to balance the mostly horizontal
style of the room, so we created a floor-toceiling column at the end of the kitchen
island which holds all the necessary support
mechanics,” Senft says.
“The same thought went into the curved
dropped ceiling above the kitchen end of the
room. The ceiling defines the working side of
the room without interfering with the outside
view or getting in the way of the natural flow.”
Because of the size of this new space, the
choice of flooring was a critical part of the
design.
With minimal furnishings the floor dominates. A chocolate brown tile specially ordered
from Spain – a perfect match for the stain on
the kitchen cupboards – was the hands-down
choice.
The tiles mimic hardwood so convincingly,
I had to get down on my hands and knees to
touch the tile.
The flooring, which flows into the hallway
and living room, ties the daily living part of
the condo together.
The dining side of the space is very minimal
with a long, rectangular table and simple,
elegant chairs.
Simple, yet elegant design gives the stove area a unique
look, while a column adds a vertical element. Martin Knowles photo

CONTINUED ON P.15

Nature’s Inspired Styles!

• Artisan made solid maple ffurniture
urniture • Simplicity soy cand
candles
dless
• Giclee Canvas Prints by Brad Dinwoodie • Made to order sofas & chairs by Stylus

140th St
St. & 32 Avenue at Elgin Corners
Corners, South Sur
Surrey
(Across from Belle’s Restaurant)

604-535-6554

www.housewarmings.biz

Mon. - Sat: 10 - 5:30
Sun. & Holidays 11 - 5
Interior Design
Service
available
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Clean up your closet

Organize your
clutter, clothing
Eliminate potential ‘avalanche
zones’ from your closet space
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
Heather Knittle and Susan Borax of
Good Riddance Professional Organizing
Solutions say up front that closets are burdened with unreasonable expectations.
The typical closet – a ‘hole with a pole’
– assumes every garment is the length of
a ball gown. Above this single rod sits a
single shelf, creating three feet of unused
precious vertical space.
Heather and Susan refer to this shelf as
the ‘avalanche zone.’
We have to come to terms with the
physical limitation of our closets, then
make the most of what we have.
Most of us just don’t have the space to
shelter 12 pairs of size six jeans in the
hope of losing weight.
Studies show an amazing 25 per cent of
closet space is taken up with empty wire
hangers and dry cleaning bags.
Heather and Susan recommend you
follow these simple organizing suggestions or, if it is all too much for you to
deal with, call an expert and dig out from
under!

Assign a purpose
What do you want this closet to do for
you? Is this in your main bedroom?
Do you need it to store items like linens
or clothes? Do you have to share with
someone?

Evict
Get someone to help you. Clear the bed,
and roll up your sleeves.
Better yet, get a freestanding clothing rack. Remove the clothes from the
closet, sorting by categories. How much
do you have in each category? Get rid of
the things that don’t belong. Just clothing should be in there if it’s your clothing
closet.

Evaluate
What doesn’t fit? Are there garments
you haven’t used in a year?
Identify the outfit you like the most.
Look at the other items and compare the
rest of your outfits with that one.
Things that have missing buttons or in
need of repair need to be fixed or discarded.
Remove the shoes that look great but
you never wear them because they hurt
you.
Remove out-of-season clothing to another location.

Find and replace
Get rid of the wire hangers and plastic
dry cleaning bags, old typewriters, stuffed
animals, etc. Buy decent wooden hangers
that allow clothes to breathe.

Good Riddance Professional Organizing Solutions experts give tips on how to keep the clutter
at bay when it comes to closet space.
Martin Knowles photos

Crafting beauty
and style
Nova Kitchens & Custom Cabinets Ltd. manufactures custom cabinets in any size
or style to suit your special needs using only the ﬁnest materials and hardware.
Our mission is to be the industry leader in high quality custom cabinets.
We will not compromise quality for price.

Organizing schemes
How can you organize your closet?
Outfits, categories, length or by colour.
There is no one way to do it. Choose the
way that best suits your lifestyle.

Divide and conquer
Optimize your space by using organizing supplies, installing shelves or intelligent systems.
You will gain extra space if stuff is organized better. You may require something
built in to suit your needs.

Repurpose what you have
Try using egg cartons for storing jewelry; shoe organizers for gloves, or baskets
for kids’ shoes.

Donate
Keep a donation bag in or near your
closet for ongoing purging. Or, you can
also give some of your clothing to a consignment store.

Maintain
Your closet won’t stay like this forever.
Do a little every day.

N

Nova Kitchens &
Custom Cabinets Ltd.

19-31107 Peardonville Road, Abbotsford
604.852.6242

www.novakitchens.com
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The heart of the home...
Bill Dewinetz, President

We provide
fresh inspiration
for your kitchen
At Pacific Rim Cabinets our aim is simple:
to provide our customers with high-quality
cabinetry that offers outstanding value with
personalized customer service. It is our belief
that customer satisfaction is of paramount
importance. We listen and we truly care, to
help with your kitchen plans, hopes and
dreams.
Kitchen planning and design is underrated.
In fact, it can be quite overwhelming, to say
the least. Let us help you in this process and
give you the ideas, suggestions and comfort
knowing that you will be truly looked after.
Our kitchen designers are trained specialists
with knowledge of installation and dynamic
space to best suit you. They are also in tune
with design trends, technical innovations
and new types of materials. Most importantly
however, they are experts in listening and
understanding in order to help you make the
decisions that are best for you, your kitchen
project and how it interconnects with
your living space.
We incorporate your unique culinary
desires and tastes and manufacture
only after they have been planned
according to your individual
specifications. We understand that
a great deal of thought goes into your
kitchen project. With more than 35 years of
experience in the cabinet industry, we are
just like you, evolving with time and keeping
up with trends locally and throughout
the world. We are always keen to perfect
our quality and constantly expanding our
repertoire of possibilities in order to develop
even more individual solutions. We back our
performance with our 10-year guarantee on
materials and manufacturing.
When considering buying a kitchen let Pacific
Rim Cabinets be a part of your decision
making. I have constructed new factories,
seen trends come and go, but the one
constant has been the customer that I have
enjoyed the most. It would be a priviledge
to manufacture a kitchen for you and your
family… Bill Dewinetz

Make room for your personality:
Kitchen design Pacific Rim Cabinets has
vigour, creativity, beauty and soul. Beyond
the basic essentials, Pacific Rim creates
designs that are memorable and innovative,
representing your personal tastes, history
and style. We believe that extraordinary
design feels as though it were simply meant
to be – an enlightened expression of you,
your environment and all the spaces of life
in between.
Whether you are improvising a snack,
chatting with your teenager over a hot
chocolate, or creating a sumptuous, ninecourse meal for an inspired dinner party, your
kitchen is at the centre of it all.
Pacific Rim Cabinets believe that the
kitchen is more than just a place to
prepare food. And they understand
that family lifestyles are constantly
evolving as well.
People prepare meals, eat and
entertain differently than in the
past - meals can be on-the-fly affairs
due to work, social and extra-curricular
obligations. At the same time the kitchen
has never been more central to what our
home means to us. Kitchen space is being
maximized more than ever, and is more
multi-purpose than in the past, to adapt to
the changing dynamic of the family.
Pacific Rim, which adheres to strict
sustainability practices, conducts its work
with a global viewpoint. Their concepts are
ahead of the curve with the staff soaking up
inspiration on trips around the world with
major stops in Japan and Austria, in search of
new trends or exquisite traditions.
Experienced workers create the high-calibre
cabinetry that Pacific Rim is proud to call its
own; the exceptional quality of the finished
work speaks for itself.
Most of all, Pacific Rim is there to listen to
you, to guide you in the creative planning
and budgeting process. They will infuse your
kitchen with the personality that truly makes
it the heart of your home.

attention
to detail

We are more than just kitchens: A spectacular kitchen isn’t the only area that can have a
signature look and incredible function. Pacific Rim Cabinets has many ways to turn average
rooms into works of wonder – from entertainment areas and office spaces to forgotten
spaces and closets of all sizes.

We invite you to explore a whole new world of design options by visiting our showroom. We’ll share the latest trends from around the globe
and our specialists would be pleased to discuss your particular needs. For more information please contact Pacific Rim Cabinets
640 Belgrave Way, Delta, (604) 515-7377. You can also visit our website at www.pacrimcab.com
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Amazing views
dominate new
living space
CONTINUED FROM P.12

A mirrored closet on this end wall
reflects both the outside view and the
kitchen, further expanding to the space.
Entertaining extended family and
friends is an important part of life for this
family and the consensus from everyone
is this new space is fantastic for hosting
company.
Because everyone always ends up in the
kitchen when they all get together, much
like the rest of us, the design couldn’t
work any better.
Little was done to the rest of the home.
Because the joining together of two condos provides an extra bathroom, one was
made into a laundry room which, with
two small children, was critical.
In the living room a new partially
dropped ceiling over the seating area,
a strong vertical column to match the
kitchen, and a long wall of cabinets to
hold precious blown-up photos of the
family and to hide all the entertainment
units, works extremely well.
The furnishing here, as in the rest of the
home (except for the children’s rooms),
continues the understated tones of brown
and cream.
Art is kept to a minimum throughout
the space as the view from every window dominates and it would be hard to
compete.
This is a very close family who expresses their philosophy on family life by the
graphic on the dining room wall: “Having somewhere to go is home. Having
someone to love is family. Having both is
a blessing.”

A two-drawer freezer has an alarm buzzer built in, to warn when doors are ajar.
While preparing food, the chef can enjoy the amazing views. Martin Knowles photos

Is your home in need of some updating?
Get inspired and informed with helpful
advice, money-saving solutions and the
coolest new products at the Vancouver
Home + Interior Design Show. It’s four
days only so get your tickets today!
SPECIAL APPEARANCE
Don’t miss Ty Pennington’s ﬁrst and
only Canadian appearance Opening
Night, Thursday! Plus, it’s Girls Night
Out so free goodie bags for the ﬁrst
250 ladies. Visit our website for full
details.

It’s time to
update
your look.

76CEXbPcaPST\PaZ^UBRaX__b=Tcf^aZb;;2*dbTSfXcW_Ta\XbbX^]

Ty Pennington, host of
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition
as seen on HGTV

Revamp your home this fall with
some economic strategies from the
pros. Visit the GVHBA Renovation
Gallery and walk away with plenty of
tips on how to get the best bang for
your renovation buck.
Buy or sell? Today’s real estate
market is like a complex game of
extremely high stakes Monopoly.
Learn to navigate like a pro at
RBC Home Buyers & Sellers Day,
Friday, October 16th.

VANCOUVERHOMESHOW.COM

OCT 15 – 18, 2009
BC PLACE STADIUM
THURS 4 PM – 9 PM FRI NOON – 9 PM
SAT 10 AM – 9 PM SUN 10 AM – 6 PM

SAVE $4
BUY TICKETS ONLINE
AND SAVE.
ENTER PROMO CODE:
RENO
COURTESY OF

SPONSORS
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GRAND

OPENING
®

has been making furniture in North America for over 104 years.
Find out for yourself why Quality and Value never go out of style.

Broyhill

We are celebrating and so will you. Starting this Friday, you will
receive a special introductory offer on our entire selection of
living room, dining room and bedroom furniture,
all displayed beautifully in our new gallery.

COQUITLAM

#2-1315 United Boulevard

604.521.7780

LANGLEY

20359 Langley Bypass

604.534.7753

